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British-built Chafer crop sprayers join T H WHITE line-up 

T H WHITE’s offering of leading agricultural brands has been further strengthened by the addition of 

Chafer crop sprayers to the line-up. 

 

Designed and built in North Lincolnshire, the Chafer range of trailed and self-propelled crop sprayers 

focuses on quality, low cost of ownership and easy access to parts through the company’s UK supply 

network. Chafer was established in 1901 and over the last century the company's extensive experience of 

application techniques and development of dedicated spraying equipment has made it a byword for the 

accurate application of agricultural chemical and liquid fertilisers. 

 

New design features and technologies are incorporated in Chafer sprayers to make operation easy and 

ensure excellent productivity whilst maximising application accuracy. For example, Chafer’s ePlumbing 

systems offer operators fully automated filling, rinsing and dilution at the touch of a button. All chafer 

sprayers also feature stainless steel main and rinse tanks which are supremely strong and easy to clean. 

 

Chafer Guardian and Sentry trailed sprayers offer boom widths from 24m to a massive 42m with tank 

capacities from 3,000 to 6,000 litres, while the Defender and Interceptor self-propelled models offer high 

performance in the medium-size sector with boom widths up to 36m. Deutz engines coupled to advanced 

Bosch transmissions deliver plentiful power with maximum economy and minimum noise output. 

 

“Although we haven’t been around quite as long as T H WHITE,” said Chafer managing director Rob 

Starkey, “our two companies share a long history in the agricultural sector and we are delighted to be able to 

offer our range through such a highly respected dealer network.” T H WHITE director David Rapkins 

commented: “Both T H WHITE and Chafer are dedicated to quality and service. We are proud to be able to 

extend our offering to farmers with these outstanding sprayers which will help to drive efficiency and 

economy.” 

 

Full details of the Chafer sprayer range are available from any T H WHITE Agriculture branch, or see 

www.thwhiteagriculture.co.uk 
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About T H WHITE: The T H WHITE Agriculture team has been helping customers get the best from land machinery and buildings for 

generations. They now provide farmers with everything from combine harvesters, tractors, implements and technological solutions, to 

accessories, parts and consumables, all backed by high-class service and maintenance. The Group’s focus is on service, which brings 

trust, experience and professionalism to every customer interaction. 
 

Founded in 1832, T H WHITE Group is a family and staff owned company which supplies and maintains equipment in multiple sectors 

including groundcare, construction, lorry cranes, dairy and agriculture. 
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